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In this paper the necessary and sufficient conditions of representability of 
nonregular languages in finite probabilistic automata re formulated. 
SECTION I 
In many papers on probabilistic automata, representability of nonregular 
languages in these automata is considered. In Rabin [6] an example of a 
two-state probabilistic automaton in which nonregular languages can be 
represented was given. In the following years, on the basis of this automaton, 
a whole class of two-state probabilistic automata, so called m-adic automata, 
representing nonregular languages, was constructed [5]. Salomaa [7] has 
constructed a class of 3-state probabilistic automata capable of defining 
nonregular languages. 
On the other hand, it is well-known that there are probabilistic automata 
in which only regular languages can be represented, e.g., the class of 
deterministic ,automata treated as a subclass of probabilistic automata. 
The natural question arises, as to what are the sufficient and necessary 
conditions of representability of nonregular languages in a given proba- 
bilistic automaton. 
The question was investigated for autonomous (with one-letter input 
alphabet) 3-state automata by Turakainen [8]. 
In this paper we shall formulate the sufficient and necessary conditions 
of representability of nonregular languages in a given probabilistic automaton, 
whether autonomous or not. 
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SECTION I I  
Let A = (2/, S, M, %, F) denote a finke automaton: 2/--a finite nonempty 
input alphabet, S - -a  finite set of states, M- -a  mapping of 2/ into the set 
of stochastic matrices (the transition function of the automaton), %- -an  
initial distribution state, F_C S - -a  set of designated final states. 2/* shall 
denote the free semigroup with unity (e) over the alphabet 2/ and 
Ao -~ (a, S, M(a), %,  F)- - the autonomous component of A, corresponding 
to the input symbol a, a e Z; M(a) can be treated as a matrix, an element 
of which mi~(e) is the probability of transition from the state & to sj at input 
symbol a. 
We will start with the Kolmogorov classification of states in finite 
stochastic systems. The state sj E S is reached from the state si E S, if 
s~e{M(si,x); x eX*} with the probability P(&,sj) > 0, where M(&,x)  
denotes the state of the automaton if the initial state was s i and the input 
string was x. I f  P(s~, st) > 0 and P(sj, s~) > 0, then we shall write s, ~-~ sj. 
It is obvious that the relation %.2' is an equivalence relation on the set S. 
s~ will be called transit, if there is sj ~ {M(s,, x); x e 2/*} with P(&, sj) > 0 
such that P(st, si) ~ O. Otherwise, the state si will be called recurrent. 
Let El, E~ ,..., E~ ..... E a be the equivalence classes on the set S with 
regard to the relation "~" .  Then each of the classes contains only states 
of the same type (recurrent or transit). In fact, if st, s~ ~ Eh and s~ is recurrent 
and s t is transit, then from the definition of transit state there is s k ~ En 
such that s k can be reached from si, but s~ cannot be reached from s~. 
Thus, s~ is also transit. 
In the following let Pk(s~, st) be the probability that the state s t can be 
reached from s, in k steps (or for x such that the length of x is k), k = 1, 2,.... 
Hence, 
P(s, , sj) = i pk(&, sa). 
k=l 
Let in(s,) = (k; P%,  s,) > 0}. 
The integer d = god{k; k e T(si)} is called the period of state h .  It can be 
shown that if & e E~ and the period of si is d, then the period of each state 
s~- e E~ is d [2]. Thus, we may univoeally speak of a period of an equivalence 
class. 
The class containing recurrent states is called ergodic. The ergodic class 
is said to be noncyclic if its period is d = 1, and cyclic if its period d > 1. 
An automaton will be called ergodic if it comprises but one ergodic class. 
An automaton is said to be cyclic (or periodic) with the period d, if its 
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ergodic classes E l ,  E2 ,..., Eq have periods dl ,  d 2 ,..., dq, respectively, and 
d=gcd(d l ,d2  .... ,dq). If, moreover, S=EIUE 2U. . .wEq,  then the 
automaton will be called strictly periodic. 
Matrix G(A) = 1/I Z I Y~x M(e) will be called a transition matrix of A, 
where M(a) is a transition function of A~, I 27] is the cardinality of 2:. For 
autonomous component A¢ G(A~) = M(e). It is easy to see that matrix G(A) 
is a stochastic one. 
Now we shall formulate the quasiergodic and ergodic theorems for 
automata basing on the theorems on finite Markov chains. 
THEOI~M 1. (i) Quasiergodic. The ergodic classes of automaton A are 
noncyclic iff matrix G(A) does not have eigenvalue different from 1 and has 
a modulus equal to 1. 
(ii) Ergodic. An automaton A is ergodic noncyclic iff G(A) has one 
eigenvalue of order 1 equal to 1 and the other eigenvalues of G(A) have a 
modulus less than 1. 
THEOREM 1'. (i) Quasiergodic. The ergodic classes of automaton A are 
noncyclic iff limn_~ G"(A) exists. 
(ii) Ergodic. An automaton A is ergodic noncyclic iff there is a stochastic 
vector a(A) such that a(d) G(A) =- a(A). 
The proofs of the theorems in their original version may be found in 
Gantmacher [3]. Proving our interpretation of these theorems is a simple 
consequence of definitions. 
An automaton A is called D partitionable if there is a partition of S into 
D classes Eo, E1,...,ED_ 1 such that for siEEh, hE{0, 1 .... ,D -  1}, 
M(si, x) ~ E(h+lg~)modD with Plgz[si, m(si, x)] > 0, where lg x denotes the 
length of x. 
THEOREM 2. I f  an ergodic automaton is cyclic with a period d, then for D 
such that d/D there is a partition D of the automaton and it is determined 
by the ergodic lasses of automaton B with the transition matrix G(B) = G°(A). 
Proof. It will be noted, that partition D is done by an equivalence relation 
similar to relation "~,~". Namely, s i , sj, belong to the same class E h iff the 
state s~ can be reached from si (with the probability of more than O) at the 
input strings x E X* such that lg x -~ 0 (mod D). We shall denote this 
relation by "~D". It results from the definition of period d that d/D. 
Otherwise, for each pair si, s~ there are x ~ 27* such that lg x @ 0 (mod D) 
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and s~ ~ {M(si, x) : x ~ X*, lg x =75 0 (mod D)} with probability of more 
than 0. 
The relation '"~D" plays the same role in automaton B as the relation 
"~"  in automaton A. The relation ' '~D" determines the partition D of 
automaton A and, on the other hand, it partitions the states of B into ergodic 
classes. Because of the identity of the state set of both the automata A and B, 
and because the relation determining both the partitions is the same, we 
conclude that both partitions are identical. 
COROLLARY. Each of the ergodic lasses of automaton B has the period diD. 
By the above theorem we may restrict our consideration to the automata 
which have only noncyclic ergodic classes. Clearly, the corollary implies 
that each ergodic class with period d may be treated as a d distinct noncyclic 
(with period 1) ergodic class (the case D = d) .  
SECTION I I I  
Any subset of Z* is called a language over the alphabet 2:. A language 
L C ~'* is said to be represented in the automaton A iff there is the cut- 
point A (0 ~< A < 1) such that L - -  {x : x E Z'* and ~oM(x) nF > ~}, W here 
M(x) = M(al) M(a2)'" M(ak) if x = ala 2 "" (r~ and ~/g is the column 
vector whose i-th component equals 1 if s t ~F, and 0, otherwise. 
It is well-known in the automata theory that any regular language can 
be represented in a finite automaton. On the other hand, there is a class 
of ~finite probabilistic automata in which nonregular languages can be  
represented. The class of these automata, called m-adic by Paz [5], is defined 
in the following way: Z' = {0,1,..., m -- l}, S={s l , s~},  %- -  (1,0), 
F = {s~} and 
[ m- -a im a,lm ] 
M(a) :  Lm- -a - -  l/ml a + l/m]" 
Furthermore, m-adic probabilistic automata represent regular languages iff 
the cut-point A is rational [5]. In the following, we shall establish the 
necessary and sufficient condition for a finite probabilistic automaton 
to represent nonregular languages. 
The definition of the ergodic class implies that any finite automaton 
comprises a finite number of ergodic classes, one at least. It is true also 
for autonomous components of finite automata. According to our 
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at the end of Section II, we shall assume that the ergodic classes of the 
automata considered are noncyclic. 
Using the z transform to find the powers of stochastic matrix M(a), 
we obtain [4] 
= C n ¢: nT(2) + Z + Z + Z 
' r= l  S=I s= l  
(*'1 
Jr- "'" "JU ~vns(v ~) ~- n+1%v v -~ " ' "  -~- .+~0-1~v " '  V , 
v=l 'v=l v : l  
where the matrix M(a)has  k eigenvalues of order 1; / - -of  order 2,...; 
m- -o f  order p; all eigenvalues have a modulus between 0 and 1, and I is 
also the eigenvalue of M(a); CN ~ denotes the number of combinations; 
S, T,..., W are matrices. The matrix M*(a) is a Stochastic matrix, and 
matrices S, T,..., W are such that the sum of the elements of each row 
equals 0. The ergodic theorem implies that if the autonomous component 
• , 
M®(.) = 
A~ is ergodic, then 
where the vector ~(a) is called ergodic. From the quasiergodic theorem .(all 
classes are non-cyclic) we obtain that I ~r ........ I < I, i f  ~:~.s ...... ~ 1. 
LEMMA 1. I f  the matrix M(a) has only positive eigenvalues, then the 
sequence 7r0M"(~ ) ~Te is monotonic for any %,  ~F and a sufficiently large n, 
n > ~o((7); where ~o(a) is a natural integer or O. 
Proof. Evidently, %M"(a) ~F -*  %M°°(a) ~F. In view of the finite number 
of eigenvalues and as these are positive, the Sequence %Mn(a)~F --  ~oM°°(a)~/F 
is monotonic for n > co(q). 
By x [~ we shall denote the input sequence formed from x by leaving 
the l last Symbols of the string x and by erasing the other symbols of x. 
Evidently, lg x I~ = l, where lg denotes the length of string x. 
LEMMA 2. Let for each ~ ~ X the autonomous component A~ be an ergodic 
automaton. I f x 1 ]~ = x~ ]~for l ~ o9, then %M(xa) ~F --  7toM(x2) ~Te ~_~ O. 
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Proof. Let x I ]~ : x 2 1~ ~- x = (~lc q ... (~itc(~jr(~h s. Since _//, is ergodic for 
each (r ~ 27 and (**) holds, then 
~oM(x) VF = a(ah) VF + ~ ~s((Th) a(aj) S(ah) ~F 
+ ~ ~(~) ~(~) ~,(.~) S(.j) S(.~) ~ +"" 
+ Z ~'~(~,) ~:~(~') ~(~)  "'" ~:J(~w) "oS(~w) 
• .. s(~,) s(~) s (~)  ~.  
For simplicity, we assume that matrices M((r) have only eigenvalues of 
order 1, where ~((r) denote the eigenvalue of M(a). I f  l---~ ~ then 
s+r+k+."+q- -~.  Because I~l  < 1 for every eigenvalue ~, we 
obtain 
7toM(x1) vie -- ~roM(x~) tie 
= Y~ ~(~) ~(~j) ~(~i)"" ~(~) s(~). . ,  s(.i) s(~) s(~) ~ +. . .  
+ Y~ ~(~) ~(~.) ~(~,) .-- ~(~) s (~)  ... s(~,) s(~3 s(~) ~ 
+ ""--~ 0 for s+r+k+" .+q- - -~.  
LEMMA 3. I f  the matrix M(~) has only real eigenvalues, then the matrix 
M2(cl) has only positive eigenvalues. 
Proof. It is a direct consequence of (**). 
LEMMA 4. I f  the matrix M(a) has complex eigenvalues of order 1 such 
that arg ~: can be represented in the form 2~rp, where p is a rational number, 
then there is j Such that the matrix MJ(a) has only positive igenvalues of order 1. 
Proof. For simplicity, we will assume that M((r) has two complex con- 
jugate eigenvalues, ~ = [~[e  ±arg¢. Let i be a pseudoperiod ~, i.e. 
i = gcd{p : p arg ~ = 0 (mod 2~r)}. I f  there are more complex conjugate 
eigenvalues, say h pairs, we take i = lcm{ij ~ is ,..., ih}, where i i ,  i z .... , i~ 
denote the pseudoperiods of eigenvalues ~1, ~2 ..... ~h, respectively. Since i is 
a finite number, we may partition the sequence M((r), MZ((r), Ma(a) .... 
into an /-number of subsequences: M(~),Mi+l(a),M2i+l(~),...; M2(a), 
Mi+~((r), M~i+~(a),...; ...; Mi(~), M2i(~), M3i(~) ..... By assumption, 
Mi+I(a) -= M~(or) -/- I s e I i+1 2 cos arg ~:- S. 
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Hence, 
Mni+l(a) =- M°°(a) -~- i ~ I hi+l" S', 
where S' = 2 cos arg ~ • S. Similarly for M~/+~(a), j = 2, 3 ..... i, S /  
2 cos(arg ~) j .  S. Evidently, there is a j such that the values 2 cos(arg ~:)j 
are nonnegative. Thus, the lemma holds. 
Now we define the pseudol)eriod of matrix M(a) as the pseudoperiod of
eigenvalue which has the greatest modulus at all eigenvalues of M(a) 
different from 1, such that %S~?~ =/= 0 for S corresponding the considered 
eigenvalues. If there are more such eigenvalues, then we take the least 
common multiple of their pseudoperiods. 
THEOREM 3. Let A~ be an ergodic autonomous component ofan automaton A. 
Then Ao can represent nonregular language iff the cut point h = c¢(a) ~F, 
% =/= ~(a) and the pseudoperiod of the matrix M(a) is infinite. 
Proof. IfA 3& a(a) ~e, then there is Nsuch that for n > N%M~(a) ~TF > A 
[if h < c~(a)~/F] or %Mn(a)~F < h [if h > a(a)~/F]. Thus, only a finite 
number of input strings belongs to the language L(A~, h) or only a finite 
number of input strings does not belong to L(A~, h). In both cases, the 
language L(Ao, A) is regular. If, however, we assume that h = ~(~) ~Tr and 
that the pseudoperiod fM(a) is finite, then the semigroup can be partitioned 
into a finite number of classes (see the proof of Lemma 4) such that all 
strings of a given class either belong to L(A,~, h) or not. Since each of the 
classes can be written in the form of a regular expression, it follows that 
the language L(Ao, A) is regular. 
If the pseudoperiod of matrix M(a) is infinite, then there is no finite 
expression for the set of strings uch that %M(x) ~TF > )t = ~(a) ~TF , x e {a}*. 
Thus, the language L[A~, ~(~r) ~TF] is nonregular. The condition % 3& a(a) 
is evident by (**). For the above theorem see also [5]. 
LEMMA 5. Let A = ( Z, S, M, % , F)  be a finite automaton and z~' C S,. I f  
in the automaton A' ~ (S',  S, M, %,  F)  nonregular languages can be repre- 
sented, then also in the automaton d nonregular languages can be represented. 
Proof. We assume that for any A e [0, 1) the language L(A, A) is regular, 
but for a certain h I the language L(A', hi) is nonregular. Consider the 
language L(A, A1). Since it is regular, it can be written in the normal 
disjunctive form 
L(A, )h) = R1 u R2 W "" U R~ , 
643/~6/3-6 
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where R , ,  R~ .... , Re are components formed by such operations as con- 
catenation and iteration. Evidently, L(A', A~) C_L(A, A,). Consider the 
component R , .  I f  it does not contain input symbols ~ such that a ~ 27 and 
a ~ 27', then {R,} C L(A', )1,), where {R~} denotes the set of strings generated 
by expression R , .  Otherwise, if R, contains that symbol a, then it may be 
written as RI'aR' ~ or R,'c~*R~. In the first case, no strings from {RI'aR~} 
belong to L(A', A1). In the second case by the definition of iteration 
~r* {e, a, cr 2, as,...}, we obtain '~ '  * . . . . .  = ~, a ~1 = R1 eR1 u RI'aR ~ W "". I f  R 1' 
and R~ do not contain a symbol cr such that aeZ and crUZ', then 
C ! ! tt {RI'eR'~} _ L (A ,  a~). But R~~rR~ ~"  ~n,, , .~ cr ~x~ ,... do not generate strings from 
z(n ' ,  Zl), i.e., {R,',~R2} n L(~',  a~) -- ~, {R;~R~} n L(A', )1,) = ¢ ..... If 
RI'eR~ contains a (a e 27 and a e Z") then we treat R,'eR'~ as R, and repeat 
the same procedure. Similarly, we consider R~ ..... R~. Finally, we obtain 
the regular expression for L(A', Ai) in the form 
where 
L(A', A,) = R 1" u R~ ~ u "" t.) Rk e, 
li 
i if Ri does not contain a symbol a such that ~r ~ 27, a ~ 27. 
if R i contains uch symbol a in concatenation. 
Ri~ = i' R"~ if Ri contains uch cr in iteration (if there are more 
such a, we continue our procedure) 
i = 1, 2,..., k. 
Thus, L(A', )11) is regular, contradicts our assumption. 
Based on the above lemmas and assuming that for each a the autonomous 
component A,  is ergodic, we may introduce the notion of a complete input 
alphabet determined in the following way: An input alphabet 27 will be 
called complete if it contains only the symbols a , ,  a 2 ,..., ak such that 
a(~h) r/e < ~x(az) ~F < "'" < ~x(ak) r/e and 
M(x) M(x) 
for i = 1, 2 ..... k --  1, x a 27", where by M(ai) , M(~+I) we mean matrices 
with nonnegative igenvalues constructed as in Lemmas 3 and 4. I f  k = 1, 
then {al} is a complete one-letter alphabet, provided that the pseudoperiod 
of the matrix M(ai) is infinite. 
THEOREM 4. Let A = (Z, S, M, 7r0, F)  be a probabilistic automaton and 
for each a ~ Z A ,  be an ergodic autonomous component of A. I f  the alphabet 
is complete, then the languages represented in automaton A, for )1 @ )11 and 
)1, )11 ~ (~(c5) •F , a(ae) nF), are different, i.e., L(A, )1) ~: L(A, )11). 
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Proof. Let a < h 1 . We shall prove that there is a string x such that 
x e L(A, )0 and x ~ L(A, 11). If there is a eX such that ~(a) ~/F ~ (a, hl), then the 
theorem holds. Let us, therefore, assume that ;~, h 1 e [a(ai) ~F, =(ei+a) ~F] 
for a fixed i. Moreover, let 7r0~ F < h < h a . Then there is the integer h 
such that %Mh(ai+a) ~1F < h < ha < ~roMh+l(ai+l) ~F [if h = 0, then instead 
of Mh((ri+l) we place M(a~)]. Let ~/i~' = Ml~(ai+l) ~/F and 7;  = M~+I(~,)  VF. 
Consider the interval [~(~1)~J, ~(%)~?/]- Since E is complete, then 
# ! p t (%~/j, %7/F ) _C [a(%) ~/F, ~(~) ~TJ]. Hence, h, h 1 e [~(ea) ~F, a(~k) ~F ]. Now, 
we will repeat our :previous argumentation and find the vector ~'~ such that 
e l  Ot{O " \ ml  IV  V ~, h ie  [~(~1)~F, ~ k)~TM, and then the vectors ~i~, ~F,'"" According to 
Lemma 2, the length of the interval [c~(%)~,  ~((r~)~TF N] is limited to 0 
if N--~ oo. On the other hand, h 1 --  h = e > 0. This implies that for a 
sufficiently large N the inequality h < ~(~) ~ < h 1 occurs. Thus, there is 
the string x eL(A,  A) and x ~L(A, ha). This string x is determined by the 
vector ~r ~ and the symbol ~.  
COrOLLArY. I f  the input alphabet E of an automaton A is complete, then 
both regular and nonregular languages can be represented in the automaton A. 
Proof. Theorem 4 implies that the set of languages represented in 
automaton A With the complete input alphabet is uncountable. Clearly, the 
set of cut-points h, h e [~(aa) ~/~, ~(ae) ~/~], is uncountable and for h =/= h 1 , 
L(A, h) ~ L(A, hi). On the other hand, it is well-known, that the set of all reg-' 
ular languages i denumerable. Thus, the set {L(A, h) : h e [~(%) ~TF, ~(~) ~e] 
would contain also nonregular languages. 
Now we will go on to examples. Let us consider the class of m-adic 
automata. For these automata we obtain 
~(0) = (1, 0), e~(,) = (m -- (r -- 1/m -- 1, , /m -- 1), ~(m -- 1) = (0, 1). 
Hence, 
o~(m - -  1) M(~r)  ~r  = ~ + 1/m 
and 
" ~(0) M(~ + 1) ~ = ~ + 1Ira, 
and consequently, the alphabet {0, 1,..., m-  1} of m-adic automaton is 
complete. The m-adic automata have ideally complete alphabets. But there 
are other automata having complete alphabets, too. For instance, if we 
modify the transition function of 2-adic automaton (the initial state and 
set F remaining as in 2-adic automata), we obtain 
[4/5 1/51 
M(0) = [112 1/%] M(1) -  1.1/5 4/51" 
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For this automaton a(0) = (1, 0), a(1) = (1/2, 1/2). Hence, ~(0) ~e = 0, 
a(1) ~7~ = 1/2, and ~(1) M(0) 71v = 1/4 > ~(0) M(1) ~v = 1/5; i.e., {0, l} is 
a complete alphabet for this automaton. According to the above corollary, 
for certain values A e (0, 1/2), also in this automaton, nonregular languages 
can be represented. 
If  we change the initial state 7r and the designated state set F in m-adic 
automata, i.e., if we take 7r 0 = (0, 1) and F = {sl}, then the alphabets of 
these automata re also complete. Again, modifying the transition function 
of a 2-adic automaton, i.e., taking rro = (0, 1) as follows: 
[4/5 1/5] M( I )=[10/2  1~2], 
M(0) = tl /5 4/5J 
we obtain a (0)= (1/2, 1/2), a (1 )= (0, 1), a(0)~/v = 1/2, ~(1)~/v = 1. 
Hence, ~(1) M(0) ~v = 4/5 > a(0) M(1) ~/r = 3/4 and, consequently, also 
in this automaton for certain A e(1/2, 1) nonregular languages can be 
represented. 
The completeness of input alphabet is a sufficient condition of repre- 
sentability of nonregular languages in a given automaton. Is it also a necessary 
condition ? Before replying to this question let us introduce an auxiliary 
definition. The eigenvalue ~r of matrix M(a) for a fixed cre X will be called 
associated with the state s~, if the i-th row of matrix St(a) (we assume 
that ~ is of order 1) is different from the zero vector. ~:r will be called 
asscoiated with the set of states S'  if there is s ~ S' (with the probability 
greater than 0) such that ~r is associated with s. 
THEOREM 5. Let A -= (Z, S, M,  ~ro, F)  be a probabilistic automaton and 
let for each a E Z, A ,  be an ergodic component. An automaton A represents 
nonregular languages (with certain cut points) iff there is ~ e • such that in 
the automaton Ao nonregular language can be represented or there are two 
symbols al ,  a 2 such that ~(al)~/e ~ ~(a~)~TF and the matrices M(al) , M(c%) 
have eigenvalues associated with the set {M(*ro, x) : x E{~I, or2}* } different 
from 1 and O. 
Proof. Necessity. Let nonregular languages can be represented in the 
automaton .4. Suppose that there is no symbol cre 27 such that A. represents 
a nonregular language and a(cs) ~v = a(~) ~/v . . . . .  a(a) ~F for all ~ ~ 27. 
Then for every A @ a(a)*/v only regular languages can be represented in 
the automaton A. It is a simple consequence of definition ~(a)~/v, 
as the limit of sequence 7r0M~(a)~ for n -+ oo. Clearly, for all x ~ 27" 
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such that lg x >/N,  where N is a sufficient large integer, we obtain 
] %M(x) nF - -  a(0.) nF l < ¢. I f  A = ~(0.) he,  then L(A, ~) is also regular. 
By assumption, for each 0. ~ 27 the matrix M(a) has a finite period i(a). 
Hence, lcm[i(a) : 0. e 27] = d is also finite. Now we shall show the construc- 
tion of a deterministic automaton in which the language L(~/, ~) can be 
represented. Namely, let s o be an initial state, s o eF  1 if ~r0V F > a(cr) ~F = A 
and otherwise so 6 F, where F x denotes the final state set of the automaton. 
The next state (so, 0.) = So, if the eigenvalues of M(a) are nonnegative 
(and have order 1). But if the pseudoperiod of M(0.1) is i(0.1) , then we form 
the sequence of states s o , s 1 ,..., sa_ 1 . Next, the transition function for this 
symbol 0.1 is defined as follows: (So, 0.1)=%,, where 7-~ d/i(al). And 
consequently, (sv, al) ~ s2 . . . . .  , {s[i(,~)-lIv, 0.1} = So. Then for a2 e 27, we take 
($~/, O"2) = S~+d/t(a2), (S?+d/i(¢rv2), 0"2) = S~+2[d/i(a2)] .... {S~+[i(a2)--l][cl/i(cr2) ] , 0"2} : S v .  
Similarly for other symbols 0. e 27. The setF  1 is defined reccurently: if s o ~F~,  
then s~ eF  1 iff %M(a~) ~7~ > A; if s~ ~F1, then 
s v + ~ ~F 1 i~ ~0M(0.1) M(0.2) Ve > A, 
and so on. 
Now we shall assume that there is no symbol a' e 27 such that a nonregular 
language can be represented in A~, and that ~(al) ~F :fi: a(0.z) ~F, but the 
matrices M(0.1) or M(0.2) have only eigenvalues equal to 1 and 0. In this 
case, M(0.1) will be written in the form 
It implies that %M(x)~ = a(0.1)~F if 0.1 is the last symbol of string x. 
If  0.1 is the h-th symbol of string x, then %M(x)~F = ~(0.1)M(hX)~F, 
where nx is the string x without the h first symbols. I t  is easy to see that 
the language 
L(A, ,~) = L(A~ , ~) + L(A'~ , ~), 
where A'~2 = <0.2, S, M, 0~(O'1) , F) ,  so A"  is an autonomous component with 
its initial state changed from % to a(aa). Thus, L(A, h) is regular. In each 
of the cases considered, we arrive at a contradiction of our assumption. 
Therefore, the theorem holds. 
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Sufficiency 
(i) I f  there is ~r'E 27 such that A~, represents a nonregular language, 
then by Lemma 5 nonregular languages can be represented in the auto- 
maton A. 
(ii) Now we assume that there is no symbol a' ~ 27 such as in (i). Moreover, 
since if 27 is complete, the theorem holds by Theorem 4. Hence, we assume 
that 27 is not a complete alphabet. Hence, 
~(~) M(~I) ~ < ~(~1) M(~2) ~ [if suppose ~(al) ~, < ~(a2) ~]. (***) 
To . . . . . . .  prove that part, we show that  for x 1 ,x  2~{at,a~}* and x t=~x 2 
the inequality 7r0M(xi) ~/F =~ ~oM(xa) ~F holds. Let x t . . . .  a3t(r2a~t 1 
and xa . . . .  a3~a~2al . Suppose al 1 =7~ 1 ~ and al 1 = a 1 , ~1 2 = a~, then 
~oM(xl) ~Tr ~ °~(a2) g (a l  1) ~r ~- ~(oa) M(a l )~r .  Because 27 is not com- 
plete [the inequality (***) holds] and ~(aa) g(a~ ~) ~F = o~(a~) M(a2) ~IF 
7toM(x2) ~F , we obtain 
rroM(xa) ~Tv ~ ~x(a2) g(al  I) ~TF < a(al) M(a~ 2) ~ ~ ZroM(x2) ~ . 
Hence, if al x -7~ ax ~, then zroM(x~) ~1~ =/= froM(x2) ~lv. Now let us assume 
a l l :  O"12, but a2t~ a2 ~. Then ~/v ' :  M(a~l)~/v : M(a~)~7r and we 
repeat our procedure. Similarly 'for a~ ~ ~ ak~: Since x~ 5~ x~, there 
is an integer k such that aet :/~ a~ ~. Thus, at k-th step we have ~/F e 
M(a~_a "" a~xa~)r M(a~-I "'" a~a~ 2) ~TF and, consequently, the inequality 
xi ~ x 2 implies that ~roM(x~)~1~ ~ ~roM(x2)~lr. Since the cardinality of 
{a~, a~}* is a continuum, the set of values rroM(x ) ~7~ for x ~ {ai, a~}* is 
also a continuum. Hence, there are continuum cut points Aa, A~ such that 
AI :~ A2 implies L(A, A1) 5~ L(A, A2). Finally, the set of languages represented 
in the automaton A is a continuum and consequently, nonregular languages 
can be represented in the automaton A. 
• , Note. I n  the above sufficiently proof, we have assumed M(~r) of non, 
negative eigenvalues and co(a)= 1 (see Lemma 1). This could be done 
basing on Lemma 4. 
SECTION IV 
We shall now extend the results concerning the representability of 
nonregular languages in automata from Section I I I ,  where we have assumed 
that for each a ~ 27, A. is an ergodic component, that is, that A.  has only 
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one ergodic class. Any automaton A, however, can be nonergodic, that is, 
A can have a finite number of ergodic classes, at least one. 
Now we shall consider the autonomous nonergodic automata~ Let us 
recall the definition of the pseudoperiod of matrix M(a). We define the 
pseudoperiod of matrix M((r) of an automaton A as the pseudoperiod of 
its eigenvalue which has the greatest modulus at all eigenvalues of M(a) 
different from 1, and such that rr0S~)v :/= 0 for S corresponding to the 
considered eigenvalues. If there are some eigenvalues with the same greatest 
moduli, then the pseudoperiod of M(a) is the least common multiple of 
their pseudoperiods. 
THEOREM 3'. In an autonomous automaton A~ , a nonregular language can 
be represented iff the initial state % ~ %M~(a) and the pseudoperiod ofmatrix 
M(a) is'infinite and 7roM~((r ) ~F = ~. The proof is similar to that for Theorem 3. 
The role of ergodic vector @r) is played by the limit vector %M°°(a). 
We shall now pass to n0nautonomous automata. We shall consider the 
automata whose autonomous components need not be ergodic. Before that, 
we recall that the eigenvalues ~:r of matrix M(cr) for a fixed (r ~ X is called 
associated with the state si, if the i-th row of matrix Sr (if ~:r is of order 1) 
is different from the zero vector and ~ is called associated with the set 
of states S', if there is s ~ S'  (with the probability greater than 0) such 
that ~:~ is associated with s. For instancel et 
[i°il [° E o ~o~ 
÷ 0,5 ~ i_° J ° ½ 0 ---1 +0,3  ~ _2  1 --~ . 
0 0 
Then the eigenvalues are 1, 0,5, 0,3. 1 and 0,5 are associated wkh the set 
{s~, s3} and 0,3 is associated with s~. 
THEOREM 5'. In an automaton A = (X, S, M, %, F)  nonregular languages 
can be represented [with a certain cut point A ~ [0, 1)] iff there is symbol ~',~ Z 
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such that in the autonomous component A, nonregular language can be represented, 
or that there is a pair of symbols ~,  aa ~ ~ such that at least two of the 
inequalities below hoM: 
~roM°~(ax) M°°(a~) ~r :# ~oM~°(a~) M°°("~) M°°(a~) ~, 
~oM~(.~) M~(.~) n, # ~oM~(.~) M~(.a) M~(.~) n, 
~oM~(.~) M~(..) n, :A ~oM®("D M~(~) M~(.~) n,. 
and that each of the matrices M(aI), M(a~) has at least one eigenvalue different 
from 1 and O, associated with the set {m(~0, x) : x e {a~, a~}*}. 
This theorem can be proved in a similar way as Theorem 5 (Section III). 
However, in this general ease, the inequalities in the definition of a complete 
input alphabet must be changed. Namely, for k ----2, symbols c 5 and a2, 
we obtain six limit vectors (corresponding to the ergodic vector ~(a) of 
the ergodic component). The relations between them can be illustrated as 
shown below: 
t% " - - - -> . - - ' - - "  ~;o~ ~ ) 
u . ~. c ~ ~2 ~I "J  O'" " 2"" '  '~1' 
~M (o~)M (o~)M (o-1)- " -7~M (GE)M (O~)M~o-2) 
where by ~ ~(-~+) we denote right (left) concatenation f a. 
Let M '= M°°(ai)M°°(aj)M°°(~k) where i, j k  such that ~voM'~TF 
minid,k *roM°°(ai) M°°(aj) M°°(ak) ~?~, and M" -~ M°°(ai) M°O(as)M°°(ae)where 
i, j, k such that ~voM'~i~ = maxi.j.k 7roM°°(ai) M°°(a~) M°°(~) hr. The alpha- 
bet {al, a~} is complete, if
~roM(.i_l) M"M(aj) ~F ~ =oM(ai) M'M(°s+a) ~.  
The completeness of alphabet for the number of symbols greater than 2, 
can be defined in an analogical way. 
By q t x [q we will denote the input string formed from string x by the 
retaining /l--initial symbols, 12--1ast symbols and by discarding all the 
other symbols: lg q I x [t~ =/1  + 12 • Then Lemma 3 can be written in the 
form: 
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LEMMA 3'. / f  z] x lh  = ~1 x~ ]~ for l~  ~,  then 
%M(xl) -- %M(x2) 0. 
The other arguments to prove Theorem 5' are the same as in the proof of 
Theorem 5. 
EXAMPLES. Salomaa [7] defined the class of two-ergodic automata B~ 
(that is such automata that for each input symbol the corresponding com- 
ponent has two ergodic classes) in which nonregular languages can be 
represented. This definition reads as follows: 
[lira m - < ~ -  llm aim ]
M((~) =/o  1 0 / ,  a~{O, 1 , . . . ,m-  i}, %--= (1, O, O) 
/o  1 o J  
F = {s3}. It is easily seen that the alphabet {0, 1 ..... m-  1} is complete. 
Indeed, 
%M(a '  - -  1) M°°(m -- 1) M(a") ~Tr = a'/m 
and 
%M(a') M°~(O) M(a" q- 1) ~F ~- a'/m. 
Furthermore, we notice that only two of the inequalities of Theorem 5' 
hold. Thus, for this class of automata Lemma 3' holds for 12 = 0, that is 
for ~] x. It  is easy to see that replacing the set F = {s3} by {s2} , we obtain 
automata in which nonregular languages also can be represented. Next, if 
we discard some symbols of the input alphabet {0, 1,..., m --  1 } (there would 
remain two symbols at least) then this alphabet is not complete, but the 
automaton with that restricted alphabet continues to represent nonregular 
languages. 
SECTION V 
To close we shall show an application of Theorem 3' to stochastic 
languages. Namely, on the base of this theorem we shall prove the theorem 
below. 
THEOREM 6. There are nonregular languages which are nonstochastic, e.g., 
such languages that there are no probabilistic automata in which those languages 
can be represented. 
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Proof. Let X = {a}. We shall prove that there are one-letter languages 
which are nonstochastic. Theorem 3' implies that if in an automaton A a non- 
regular language can be represented, then the matrix M(,7) = M°°(a) + Y~i fiS~ 
must have an infinite pseudoperiod; in other words, the eigenvalue with the 
greatest modulus must have an infinite pseudoperiod. Let f = t ~] e~rg~. 
By formula (**) we have 
By Theorem 3' 
%M~(a) VF = %M°°((O VF + ~ ~"¢roS~VF. 
i 
(~ ~L(A~, A) iff ~ ~in~7oSi~F > O. 
i 
For a sufficiently large n it may be written 
i 
where k is such that ~:~ is the eigenvalue with the greatest modulus, Re is 
the real part of the complex expression [ ], ~'~ denotes the approximate 
equality. Hence, 
or 
or 
Re[I ~:k ]*' _ (arg~)n  c ,  1 
Re[e narge~+~] > 0 
--=/2 < n arg fk + ~o < ~r/2 (mod 2=), 
where 9 is the argument of the number ~roSk~ F . By Theorem 3' arg fk must 
be incommensurable with 2~ being, however, an arbitrary number. Thus, 
arg fk = 2=h, where h is an irrational number in [0, 1]. With each number 
from the interval [0, 1] we associate the binary sequence {qi} in the following 
way: qi = 1, if [ih + ~] < 1/2 and qi = 0, otherwise. For instance, if 
h = ~/2 - -  1 = 0,414... and 9 = 0,5, then 
a ~L(A~,A) - -q  =0 cr 4~L(A . ,A ) -q4=I  o 7eL(A ,~,h) -qT~l  
c~ 2~L(A~,A) -q~= 1 a 5~L(A~,A) -q5  =0 aS~L(A~,h)_qs  =0 
(7 3 ~ L(A~, A) --  q3 ~ 0 a 6 ~L(A~, A) - -  qe = 0 a 9 ~L(A~, A) - -  qa = 1 
and so on. 
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The question arises whether with arbitrary h and ~0 any infinite binary 
sequence can be obtained in the described way. We shall prove that it cannot. 
Namely, it is easy to see that if we take i ~- 1, 2, 4, 8,..., 2~,... we get a 
binary notation of the number h (assuming q~ ~ 0,5). These indexes i 
determine the number h univocally, while the other positions of this sequence 
are noncontradictory completions. Hence, they  are not arbitrary. This 
relation between the positions of the sequence is independent of the value 
of % Thus, not all binary sequences may be obtained in this way. 
It remains to be proved that neither for several eigenvalues of the same 
greatest modulus can all binary sequences be obtained in the above manner. 
Let, e.g., ~1 and ~:2 be eigenvalues of the same modulus. Then 
~, ~inTToSi~F  2 Re[~n%S~TF + ~zr0Sz~Tr ]. 
i 
Hence, the condition 
--*r/2 < 1/2(n arg (1 + ~1 + n arg ~2 -+- ~02) < zr/2 
or  
--7r/2 < n/2(arg ~1 + arg ~2) + 1/2(q~ + ~o2) < rr/2, 
where ~01 being the argument of the number 7roS1~ F , ~o2--the argument of 
the number ~roS~ F . As previously the arguments ~ and 9 were arbitrary, 
no arbitrary binary sequences can be obtained in view of the finite number 
of eigenvalues of the same modulus. Therefore, there are binary sequences 
unobtainable in the above way. Hence, we finally conclude that there must 
be nonregular one-letter languages which are nonstochastic. 
Any such language can be easily obtained from a stochastic language; 
e.g., within a binary sequence corresponding h = V~ --  1 and ~o = 0,5 the 
indices aa, %,  ~27 .... need only be changed to 0. No one-letter language 
corresponding to this sequence can be a stochastic language. 
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